: The proposed unified attention network learns "where" to look in, and at "what" level of abstraction. Here, at each timestep, the network selects a single layer-from GoogleNet layers Conv-4C, Conv-4E and Conv-5B-whose feature map is processed via a soft attention mechanism to estimate the position and orientation of the camera.
Introduction
This paper develops a model of computational attention for deep networks. Since 2012, deep learning based ap-proaches have seen unprecedented success in many computer vision tasks, such as object detection [11] , semantic segmentation [10] , video tracking [38] , motion estimation [13] , image generation [26] , etc. Most deep networks for computer vision applications share a common structure. In most architectures, the first few layers of the network consists of convolutional layers that are glued together using interleaving layers: activation, maxpool, etc. [25, 23] . Loosely speaking we can refer to this setup as the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) subnet. One can argue that the success of deep learning for computer vision tasks lie in part on the ability of CNNs to learn powerful image representations from data. The image representation constructed by CNNs are sometimes called deep features. These deep features, to a large extent, have displaced the hand-crafted features of old, which predate the wide-spread use of deep learning in computer vision by at least two decades.
It is straightforward to designate the image representations at a particular CNN layer as the deep feature that will be used during subsequent processing. It is also possible to combine image representations at multiple convolutional layers to construct the deep feature. It has been observed that different CNN layers capture information at different levels of abstraction [43] . Layers that are closer to the input capture fine-grained spatially localized structures, say edges and blobs; whereas, layers that are further away from the input capture more abstract information, such as existence of a cat or a dog. To the best of our knowledge, the decision about which CNN layer(s) provide the deep features is made at design time. In other words, "what" should the network look at-edges and blobs or cats and dogs-is hardwired.
Deep features, especially those that are constructed by convolutional layers, encode spatial information, i.e, a given deep feature layer that picks a cat will also encode the location of this cat. When one is searching for a cat, knowing "where" to look can help. [41] developed an attention mechanism that focuses on different locations in the deep feature 1 over successive steps. This attention mechanism, which we henceforth refer to as soft attention, has been applied successfully to the problem of image captioning.
We argue that there is another kind of attention that we can exploit. We call this "what" level of abstraction to attend to. The "what" attention guides a network to pick a CNN layer that outputs deep features containing the most promising information for solving the task at hand. We refer to this kind of attention as hard attention, since it makes a hard choice between one of many layers. Empirically, we show later, what others have already demonstrated, that the choice of CNN layer for constructing the deep feature has an effect on the overall task performance.
Why "what?"
Let us first consider the problem of image-based camera pose regression. We manually selected different CNN layers whose outputs were fed into a soft attention mechanism to regress camera position and orientation ( Table 1) . The goal of this exercise is to confirm that using different CNN layers gives different results. Let us set the final CNN layer's 2 result as the baseline; outputs of the final layers often form the deep feature for subsequent processing. We want to see if selecting a different CNN layer can reduce errors. The results in these tables confirm our intuition. Pose estimation errors decrease when we select the fifthlast layer. A similar trend is observed for the Office dataset. It is also interesting to note that the last layer yields better results for TUM-LSI dataset. Table 2 shows the results of a similar exercise for the scene classification problem. Here we find that the classification accuracies increase as we select layers other than the last layer. This little experiment suggests that always selecting the last layer output may not be the best strategy. Furthermore, we argue that the "correct" layer for a particular task depends both on the task and the image over which inference is performed. We will return to this set of experiments later. 1 Or one might say that it selects different layers within the feature map that forms the deep feature. 2 GoogLeNet [34] Conv-5B feature.
Contributions
This work combines the "what" and the "where" aspects of attention. We propose a new network architecture that learns a policy for focusing attention at different CNN layers (i.e., different levels of abstractions) and different spatial locations (within the chosen CNN layer outputs) over successive Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) steps. Deep features constructed at each LSTM step are subsequently used to solve the task at hand. UAN essentially allows salient task-related information to be selected and integrated in a sequential fashion.
We demonstrate UAN over two computer vision tasks: image-based camera localization and indoor scene classification. We evaluate the proposed architecture over standard benchmarks: (a) Cambridge Landmarks, 7 Scenes, and TU Munich Large-Scale Indoor (TUM-LSI) datasets for camera pose estimation; and (b) MIT-67 indoor scenes for scene classification. Our results suggest that combining "what" with "where" attention yields better results than their respective baselines.
For image-based camera localization we compare our work with previous approaches proposed in [21] , [18] and [37] on 7-Scenes, Cambridge Landmarks, and TUM-LSI. The TUM-LSI dataset contains large textureless surfaces and repetitive scene elements that covers over 5,575 m 2 . Active search or SIFT based approaches are known to perform poorly on this dataset [37] . Our method does well on this dataset, suggesting that the ability to attend to different CNN layers over successive LSTM steps helps. For indoor scene classification, we compare UAN with existing approaches [32] and [9] on MIT-67 indoor scene dataset [30] . Please refer to Sec. 4.2 for a discussion on the different datasets used in this paper.
Related Works
Attention and RNNs Attention has been incorporated into CNNs for a variety of computer vision tasks [24, 35, 16] . Ba et al. [3, 28] proposed a model for a multiple object recognition in a single input image. At each time step the model probes through the input image to effectively classify multiple objects. The network is trained using reinforcement learning. Attention requires looking at different parts of the inputs one after the other in rapid succession. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) provide a natural way to model a mechanism that can learn a policy for controlling how attention is directed from one portion of the image to the other over successive steps [8] . LSTM networks [12] , a variant of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), are designed to accumulate and discard information captured in its hidden states. RNNs, and especially LSTMs, have been used successfully to process sequential data: video processing [7] , gaze predictions [29] , image captioning [41] , etc. Cur- rent implementations of LSTM closely follow [42] . Compared to Fully Connected LSTM, Shi et al. [40] proposed a Convolutional-LSTM (ConvLSTM) that allows for spatial information to be captured in both input-to-state and stateto-state transitions. Veit & Belongie [36] proposed an architecture that selects whether or not information propagates through a given CNN layer during a forward pass. Image-based camera pose regression Prior to deep learning, SIFT based approaches have been explored for imagebased camera localization [2, 31] . Kendall et al. [21, 18] proposed PoseNet, an image-based six degree of freedom camera localization method. PoseNet casts camera localization as a regression problem, where camera position and orientation are regressed from the input image. PlanNet [39] deals with the problem of approximate camera localization. It casts camera pose estimation as a classification problem. Work by [37] improves upon PoseNet. It introduces an LSTM-based dimensionality reduction step prior to regression to avoid overfitting. This work improves upon the results posted by PoseNet. Geometric PoseNet [19] also builds upon PoseNet. It uses geometric loss and reprojection error during network training to further improve the localization accuracy. Current state-of-the-art camera localization results are achieved by [5] . This method infers a 3D model of the scene from the training data, and uses it subsequently during training and inference. [4] is another camera localization technique that relies upon learning a 3D model from data. This method is evaluated on 7-Scenes and RelocDB datasets. We compare our approach with schemes in [21] , [18] , and [19] . All of these schemes treat camera localization as a regression problem. These methods, we believe, provide a sound testing ground for exploring our unified attention network. Indoor scene classification Some might argue that indoor scene classification is more challenging than object classification, since decisions about the former often rest upon the number of and the relationship between objects. Broadly speaking, we can divide existing indoor scene classification approaches into two categories; those that rely upon global characteristics vs. those that use local cues. Doersch et al. [6] proposed a discriminative variant of the meanshift algorithm for finding visual elements that can aid in scene classification. Juneja et al. [17] learns a parts-model to discover distinct parts of a scene class. Sharif et al. [32] proposed a method where deep features from a pre-trained CNN are fed into a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for scene classification. Recently Hayat et al. [9] introduced a learnable feature descriptor layer that introduces location and scale invariance directly into CNN. The performance gain, however, of this approach is minimal over Sharif et al.'s method on the MIT-67 indoor scenes dataset.
Unified Attention Network
UAN comprises of a ConvLSTM, a soft attention mechanism and a hard selection (or a CNN layer selection) mechanism ( Fig. 2) . We guide the reader to [40] for technical details on ConvLSTM. Below we briefly discuss the soft attention mechanism that we use, and provide technical details for layer selection in Sec. 3.2. The loss functions that we used during training are explained in Sec. 3.3.
Feature selection using Soft Attention
We adapt the soft attention mechanism from Xu et al. [41] for our purposes. At each time step t, the input to the attention layer consists of deep feature (specifically, the feature map) from (the currently selected) CNN layer plus the LSTM hidden state from the previous time step. Specif-ically, we used a multi-convolutional LSTM modeled after inception module [34] . At each time step, the attention mechanism selects a feature it deems most likely to improve task performance.
Layer selection using Hard Attention
Layer selection involves the process of selecting a single layer at each time step t. This is a discrete decision. We essentially need a scheme to compute arg max, an operation that is not differentiable. We use the Gumbel-Max trick, first proposed in [27] , to get around this.
Gumbel-Max provides a simple and efficient way to draw samples:
where g 1 , ..., g k are i.i.d. samples drawn from Gumbel(0, 1) distribution, and π i are unnormalized probabilities. We can construct samples g using the following recipe: (i) Draw sample u ∼ Uniform(0, 1); and (ii) set g = − log(− log(u)).
During backward computation of gradients, arg max is approximated with a sof tmax function [15] as shown below
Here k is the number of CNN layers that are considered for selection, i ∈ [1, k], and τ represents temperature. At each time step, the hard selection mechanism selects a particular layer i during the forward pass. The attention mechanism seeks to select the layer whose output 3 achieves best task performance.
Training Losses
To ensure that our comparisons are meaningful, and that any differences in the performance of our method to those posted by previous methods are due to our unified attention mechanism, we chose the exact same losses as those used by the previous methods. Camera pose estimation We use the same regression loss as [21] , [20] , and [37] :
where [x, q] represent ground truth position x and orientation q, and [x,q] denote predicted positionx and orientationq. Orientations are represented using quaternions. β is a scalar hyperparameter that determines the relative weighting between the positional and orientation errors. 3 We have been referring to this output interchangeable as deep features or feature maps. Consistent with prior work, the proposed camera localization network takes an RGB image as input and outputs camera position and orientation [x q] . Camera pose is defined relative to an arbitrary reference frame. Indoor scene classification We use the standard crossentropy classification loss consistent with [41] and [34] :
Here y c is one-hot encoded class label for class c, andŷ c is the output of the softmax classifier.
Results
As stated earlier, we have evaluated the proposed unified attention network on standard datasets for image-based camera localization and indoor scene classification. We discuss these datasets later in Sec. 4.2.
Practical considerations
We used TensorFlow framework [1] to implement and train our models. Every model was trained end-to-end using ADAM [22] optimizer with the parameters: β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, and = 1 × 10 −8 . We used a learning rate equal to 1 × 10 −4 . The regularization parameter, λ = 2 × 10 −4 , was added to weights, but not to biases. The dropout probability was set to 0.5 for all the experiments.
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Step [21] and [37] , separate mean images were computed for each channel and the images were mean subtracted per channel. For Cambridge Landmarks dataset β value was set between 250 to 2000. For 7-Scenes dataset β value was set between 120 to 750, and for TUM-LSI dataset β value was set to 1000.
For both camera pose estimation and indoor scene clas-sification, we used the same pre-trained CNN layers as used by previous methods. Specifically, we used the original GoogLeNet weights trained on Places 4 [44] . By necessity, we converted these provided trained network weights to be able to use these in TensorFlow.
Datasets
Cambridge Landmarks [21] A large scale outdoor dataset, containing five outdoor datasets. For our experiments, we only use the four datasets that were used by [21] and [37] . The dataset consists of RGB images. Six degrees-offreedom camera poses are provided for each image. The dataset was collected using a smart phone, and structure from motion was employed to label each image with its cor- responding camera pose.
7-Scenes [33]
A small scale indoor dataset, which consists of seven different scenes. These scenes were obtained using Kinect RGB-D camera, and KinectFusion [14] was used to obtain the ground truth. We use the train/test split used by [21] and [37] . Scene contain ambiguous regions, which makes camera localization difficult.
TU Munich Large-Scale Indoor (TUM-LSI) [37] An indoor dataset, which covers an area of two orders of magnitude larger than that covered by the 7Scenes dataset. It consists of 875 training images and 220 testing images. We use the train/test split used by [37] . This is a challenging dataset to localize due to repeated structural elements with nearly identical appearance. MIT-67 indoor scenes [30] Images taken primarily in four different indoor environments-store, home, public spaces, leisure and working places. The dataset contains 67 categories in total. We used the official train/test split provided by [30] . Each category has 80 training images and 20 testing images.
Discussion
To see if layer selection combined with spatial soft attention helps, we manually selected feature maps from GoogLeNet layers Conv-4E, Conv-4D, and Conv-4C and compare the network performance against that obtained when using feature maps from GoogLeNet. In a typical setting feature maps from GoogLeNet layer Conv-5B would be used. Table 1 shows the results of this exercise on camera pose estimation task. Median localization errors improve for both Old Hospital and Office datasets when we use CNN layers other than Conv-5B. In the case of TUM-LSI, we notice that best localization performance is achieved when using CNN layer Conv-5B. Table 2 shows the results of the similar exercise on indoor scene classification. It includes results for six out of 67 indoor scene classes. 5 Here too we notice a trend. The mean classification accuracy for Auditorium, Children Room, Garage, Laboratory Wet, and Shoe Shop categories improve as we select layers other than Conv-5B. Conv-5B achieves the best results for Concert Hall.
These results suggest that the "correct" CNN layer is data and task dependent. An attention mechanism that learns a policy to probe different layers can exploit this fact and achieve better performance. Table 3 compares the proposed method against recent, previous image-based camera pose estimation methods [21, 18, 37] . For our method, we show localization errors-both, position (in meters) and orientation (in degrees)-at steps one to four for the attention LSTM, which controls both soft-and hard-attention, i.e., at each step, UAN decides "what" to look at, and "where" to look at. The lowest errors in each row are shown in boldface. Our method achieves better performance in the majority of cases. The notable exceptions are: PoseNet does a better at estimating orientation for Heads scene and position for Red Kitchen scene in the 7-Scenes dataset.
Evaluation

Camera localization
For these results the layer selection mechanism selects one of the following three GoogLeNet layers at each time step: Conv-4C, Conv-4E, and Conv-5B. Figure 3 plots the layer selection percentages for each dataset. These plots suggest that different layers are indeed selected during inference. Meaning the network is attending to different layers as it attempts to regress the position and orientation of the camera. Table 4 compares the proposed method against four competing methods [32, 9, 34] . Again, for our method, we show classification accuracies in percentages at steps one to four for the attention LSTM deciding "what" to look at and "where" to look at. Our method achieves the highest classification accuracy, posting an improvement of over five percent over the scheme proposed in [9] . The last row of Fig. 3 plot layer selection frequencies at inference times. The layer selection mechanism selects one of the following three GoogLeNet layers at each time step: Conv-4C, Conv-4E, and Conv-5B. This confirms 5 We provide more examples in supplementary material. our understanding that the network indeed attends to different layers as it attempts to classify an image.
Indoor scene classification
Limitations and Future work
The network selection is blindly learned through data. Using Gumbel-Softmax trick helps to sample in a differentiable fashion but also increases the stochasticity in the learning process. Therefore the network may not converge to the best optimal layer. Figures 7 and 10 show that taking more steps does not necessarily lead to better performance. For future work, it would be interesting to investigate how to inject prior information or semantic information into the network. In this manner taking more steps actually improves/stabilizes the result and network can have a better chance of looking at the best optimal layers.
Conclusion
We propose a new architecture, referred to as UAN, that learns to attend to different Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) layers (i.e., different levels of abstraction) and different spatial locations (i.e., specific layers within a given feature map) in a sequential manner to perform the task at hand. This architecture combines the "what" and the "where" aspects of attention, i.e., "what" level of abstraction to attend to, and "where" should the network look at. Fig. 4 illustrates layer selection and spatial soft attention at different LSTM steps for a small set of input images.
We demonstrate UAN over two computer vision tasks: image-based camera localization and indoor scene classification. For image-based camera localization we compare our work with previous approaches proposed in [21] and [37] on 7-Scenes, Cambridge landmarks, and TUM-LSI datasets. For indoor scene classification, we compare UAN with existing approaches proposed in [32] and [9] on MIT-67 indoor scene dataset. We show empirically that UAN improves upon results of previous approaches. In the future, we intend to apply this model to other computer vision tasks.
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A. Supplementary Materials
A.1. Detailed UAN Architecture Figure 5 : Layer Selection Mechanism. Figure 5 , illustrates the layer selection mechanism. The mechanism receives input h t from ConvLSTM. It then performs an average pool and an intermediate gate embedding before prediction. We add the Gumbel samples to the predicted logits and perform an argmax to select the optimal layer. The gate embedding layer dimension E is much smaller than C. This gate embedding layer helps build a possible representation of incoming features at every LSTM steps, without significantly increasing the network parameters. Figure 6 , illustrates the soft attention mechanism. Unlike the soft attention mechanism proposed in Xu et al. [41] ours replace fully-connected layers with convolutional layers (see SectionA.2 for details). Specifically, we used multi-convolutional layers that uses different kernel sizes similar to an inception module. At each time step t, the module receives h t from ConvLSTM and the selected feature layer F t . The ConvLSTMs hidden state h t is first converted to the appropriate channel size of the feature map. We add the embedding h t and feature layer F t . Then we apply a non-linearity (Leaky ReLU). After which we compute the attention weights and apply softmax to get the attention map. Then an element-wise multiplication is Dataset PoseNet [21] LSTM PoseNet [37] Ours Time
Time
Step-4 Improvement (meter, degree) % 
A.2. Multi-Convolutional Approach
In this section, we describe our motivation for using the multi-convolutional approach. To showcase how we arrived at the proposed approach, we provide evaluation on all three datasets for the pose estimation. We initially started with the same implementation as Xu et al. [41] for soft attention, by using fully connected layers. The model ended up overfitting the data and showed poor performance on the test set. Also, the network converged to select only a single spatial feature instead of probing through the other spatial features at different LSTM time-steps. Our first solution was converting fully connected layers into fully convolutional layers. The results for this approach on pose estimation is shown in Table 5 . The results shown is quite far from [37] especially on the position, but interestingly error was close to [21] .
We found that our model was underfitting the training data. Naively increasing the depth size or kernel size was not showing any significant improvements. Therefore by taking inspiration from the inception module proposed in GoogLeNet [34] , we converted each convolutional layer into multi-convolutional layers. We used three convolutional kernels with kernel sizes of 1x1, 3x3 & 5x5 and stacked their final output together. Similarly, in the case of ConvLSTM, we used four convolutional kernels with kernel sizes of 1x1, 3x3, 5x5 & 7x7. Then stacked their final output together for prediction. This approach helped improve results significantly as shown in Table 6 . After which we applied our contribution of layer selection mechanism to form UAN. The Final UAN results for pose estimation is shown in Table 3 in the main paper.
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B. Visualization
In this section, we show the visualization of results along with how the results change when we take multiple steps. 
